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concentric outer zone consists of a IS-kilometre wide ring.

In addition an approximately 8-kilometre wide ring within the

inner zone represents the overlapping zone between the inner

and second zone"

With the introduction of the flat fare, a free

through-fare was introduced which allowed a through or return

trip within two hours of ticket purchase"

The concession fare for children of half the

basic adult fare was kept, so was the free Central Business

Clipper service which operates from the Central Bus TerminaL

However, the multitude of different bus and rail

concession fares were reduced to one set of concession fares

for the total service area.,

SOURCE OF DATA

To evaluate the impact of the introduction of the

flat fare before and after, data had to be analysed and compared

with one another.. The Central Business District Employee Survey

of January 1974, executed in connection with the Perth Central

City Railway Feasibility Study, provided the before data.

The after data was collected during September 1975

by an on-board survey on selected bus rout,es and all rail routes

Interviewers supplied by the Trust and supervised by a

collected data on a sample of 12 main bus routes and on all 3

rail routes from 6,,30 a"m. to 11.00 p .. m" during 10 consecutive

working days"

Passengers were questi.oned regarding their trip
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during 12 weeks after the changeover, during the same months,

show that total revenue increased by 4.2 per cent from $1,625,

to $1,694,000"

It has been estimated that dU:l:'ing the same period,

the number of passengers paying basic fares dropped by lL 4

per cent from 10,477,000 to 9,279,000 .. However 13 per cent of

all passengers amounting to 1.35 mi.llion now receive free

tJ::avel by way of transfers and return within t,wo hours.

In the past, the maximum revenue was collected

for the 5 to 6 kilometre-long journeys; this amounted to 14.6

per cent of all the total revenue.. At the same time, 80 per

cent of all revenue was collected from trips less than 15

kilometres long .. However, with the introduction of the flat

fare, 12 .. 5 per cent of revenue lies between 6 and 12 kilo·

metre-long journeys and 80 per cent of all revenue is collected

from trips less than 17 kilometres long.

In summary: with the introduction of the flat

fare, the average basic fare rose by a small percentage,

resulting in an increase in revenue to the operator. However,

the total number of paying passengers dropped because of the

transfer and return benefits offered ..

THE IMPACT ON THE PASSENGER

Wi th the introduction of the flat fare system, fare

prices between 0 and approximately 2 kilometres were raised by

5 cents.. Fares between 2 kilometres and 10 kilornet.res were

raised by 10 and 5 cents.. Fares between ]0 and approximatelY

12 kilometres remained 30 cents. However, fares between 12

and 30 kilometres were lowered by between 5 and 15 cents; so
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demand in the inner area has been decreasing" It has been

estimated that the annual increase and corresponding decrease

in passenger demand is approximately 1,,5 per cent a year.

Taking this correction into account, the change

in passenger demand in the distance range of up to 14 kilo

metres is - 5" 2 per cent of the total trips" However, in the

distance range beyond 15 kilometres, it is +4 .. 2 per cent of

all passenger trips ..

When comparing change in passenger demand with

change in fare level, the elasticity of demand was determined

as being 0 .. 6 for trips up to 14 kilometres and as 0 .. 9 of trips

beyond 15 kilometres ..

This gene,ally suggests that for the Perth

Metropoli tan Region, a fare increase of 10 per cent resulted

in a loss of 6 per cent of the passengers. However, a fare

decrease of 10 per cent resulted in a gain of 9 per cent in

new passengers ..

However, it must be pointed out. that the gains in

new passengers were made on the long distances and the losses

in passengers were made on the short distances"

As a result of the int,oduction of the flat fa,e,

the average fare for the wo,k trip inc,eased from 28.1 cents

to 29.4 cents, an increase of 4~6 per cent.

However, the inflation of approximately 17 per

cent per annum as measured between the two survey periods has

effectively reduced the real value of the flat fare.. The

average fare of 29 .. 4 cents during September 1975 is worth only

22 .. 6 cents when deflated to the base date of Janua,y 1974.
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that after the flat fare was introduced, the

tendencies have constantly decreased the cost

fare, and finally the flat fare represents an average

in fare level for all passengers.

Table 1
CHANGE IN PASSENGER DEMAND

PASSENGER DEMI\ND

Change
Q _.Q =

1 0
I!Q

Notional After
Change

Ql

correction
for Network
Expansion

After
Change

--_._------------
Before
Change

Qo

._,-----_.

_._---------_._----_._--_._---------
(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent)

80,,2 72,,0 +3.0 75 .. 0 -5 .. 2

19.8 27..0 -3.0 24.0 +4.2
--_._---- -_..._--- -:;:-_.- -----

100 .. 00 99,,0 -0,,0 99.0 -1..0

Table 2
CHANGE IN FARE LEVEL

FARE
_._._......'_.--_._.._-_...,..-.--_._._-------_.

Before
Change

FO

Afwr
Change

Correction
for perceived

Inflation

Notional
After Change

Fl

DISTl\NCE
_._-_._-_..~--------_._ ..,,----_._-----_.---_._----

(cents) (cents) (cents) (cents) (cents)

0-14 25,56 29,,76 -1..68 28.08 +2 .. 52

15-36 38 .. 57 30,91 -1.. 75 29.16 -9,41

----- --'~'---
..-----

'roTAL 28.14 29 .. 99 -1. 70 28 .. 29 -0 .. 15
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Immediate benefits

(3) encourages increased ridership through the

two hour unlimited use characteristic ..

Elasticity
of Demand

l!. Q -11 F

0.. 6

0.9

-------_.

- 5.6

+21..2

Change In
Passenger IJerrBnd

I1Q __

(per cent)

Table 3

EIASTICI'lY OF DEMAND

+ 9.9

-24 .. 4

Change In
Fare Level

l!.F

(per cent)

(1) provides strong attraction to the long

distance rider;

(2) tends to reduce fare collection time as

a result of more public awareness of fares;

and

0-14

15-36

DISTANCE
(km)
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RESULTING BENEFITS FROM THE FLAT FARE SYSTEM

The flat fare system is providing immediate

benefits as well as long-term benefits yet to come.

The immediat.e benefi ts from the introduction of

the flat fare system can be stated as follows:
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(4) Allows accurate allocation of revenue to

individual vehicles.

The above four advantages accrue through the USe

of a type of fare box that is non;...registering, i"e", the

I1loney is deposited in a coin slot in the top of t,he unit,

falls down an iXTegulaJ::'ly shaped chute on to a moving

inspection belt or plate and then falls through another tUbe

into a locked vault located in the lower part of the fare

box cabinet" The vault can only be removed in the locked

position for replacement by an empty vault, thus the person

who changes the vault does not have access to the vault

contents ..

RegisteIing fare,...box - a coin-registering version

of the above mentioned locked fare box increases the advantages

of this type of fare collection, In addition to the four

advantages listed for nOD'-registering boxes, the registering

box will:

(1) Enable the driver to accurately record revenue

collected for selected time periods or specific

segments of any x'cute i

(2) Can be designed to produce an audible signal in

the event of short fare payment;

(3) Some styles will electronically display the amount

registered fo:1:' the benefit of inspectors and

passengers alike and will retain the display in

the event of shortages"

Both types of fare boxes discussed so far' share
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2. Passengers deposit own fare ..

3.. Drivers issue tickets on demand only"

(For transfer and return trips,)

4" Drivers do not make cash turn-in at the

end of shift..

Wi th the use of fare boxes on all buses, the way

is clear to implement a very important a$pect of public

transport fare collection .- the exact fare plan ..

The. original rationale behind the exact fare

concept was to reduce the risk of robberies on the theory

that, if the driver has no change and all fares are deposited

in a locked box secured to the bus, there is little reason to

attempt a theft.

In the U"S" , the Unions promoted the idea of

exact fa:res as a safety measure and in many cases it became

part of Union·-Management Contracts at Union instigation ..

While there have been recent incidents involving

attacks on M"T"T" drivers to the extent that a number of

buses on certain routes were equipped with special alarm

devices, it is not felt that robbery of the dri"er wa$ the

prima:r:y objective"

The goals of an exact fare plan for Perth would be:

a) Facilitate speedy collection of fare$ from boarding
passengers ..

b) Eliminate the need for d:rivers to carry a working
fund or give change"

c) Free the driver to concentrate on the safe drivi.ng
aspects of his work"
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per cent of all passengers who travel less than 10 kilometres
. ,

were affected by the fare iner'ease.. However, of the pass-

engers preferring the flat fare (78 per cent), at least 17

per cent, probably more, prefer the flat fare despite its

resulting fare incl:ease. An obvious explanation of this is

that the flat fare is strongly preferred above the section

fare because of its simplicity in handling by the passenger.

It can therefore be stated that the travelling

public as a whole has endorsed the flat fare experiment.

The introduction of the flat fare system resulted

in immediate as well as long·-terrn benefits. The immediate

benefits a:r'e here to stay. The long-term benefits however,

have to be capitalized upon. It is the intention of the Trust

to keep up the momentum of rationalizing public t,ranspo:rt

services in the Perth Metropolitan Region and to introduce

further improvements to the public transport system, as flow

on from the introduction of the flat fare.




